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Choosing a specialty is a crucial decision for medical students and 

graduates. Dermatology stands out for its growing appeal to medical 

students. The aim of our study is to investigate the attractiveness of 

dermatology as a specialty among Moroccan medical students, 

laureates and interns, and to analyze the factors that may be associated 

with it. 
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Introduction:- 
Dermatologyis a medicalspeciality in which the simple clinicalexamination, sometimessupplemented by the analysis 

of a skin biopsy, enables more than 90% of diagnoses to be made. This highlyvariedspeciality ranges 

frompaediatrics to geriatrics, fromcosmetology to oncology, frominternalmedicine to genetics. 

 

In the era of biotherapies for inflammatory and allergicdiseases, or targetedtherapies and immunotherapy for cancer, 

the world of dermatologyisundergoing a revolution. 

 

The choice of specialityis a crucial decision for future specialists. Dermatology stands out because of 

itsgrowingappeal to medicalstudents and graduates. 

 

The aim of ourstudyis to investigate the attractiveness of dermatology as a specialty for Moroccanstudents, 

graduates and medicalinterns, and the factorsthatmaycontribute to this. 

 

Materials and Procedures:- 
This cross-sectional descriptive studywasconducted in June 2023. Our 

studyincludedmedicalstudentswhohadstartedtheirhospital rotations (third, fourth, fifth, and sixthyear), as well as 

interns and graduatesfromMoroccanmedicalfaculties.  

 

A Google Forms-based questionnaire wasdevelopedthatcoveredthree areas:  

anonymoussociodemographiccharacteristics, information about the clinicalexposurelevel to dermatology, and 

attitudes towarddermatology as a specialty. The study's data wereextractedinto a Microsoft Excel table, and 

thenstatistical software called JAMOVI wasused to analyze the data.  

 

Results:- 
A total of 478 responseswerereceived. The majority of participants weremedicalstudentswith a response rate of 60% 

comparedwith 39.9% includinginterns and laureates, with a clearpredominance of womenestimated at 68.2% 
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59.62% had not visited the dermatologydepartmentduringtheirclerkship. 67.15% considered a spell in dermatology 

to beveryimportant for theircareer as doctors. 

 
 

The richness and variety of the speciality, the quality of life during the residency and on completion of the 

speciality, the cold nature of dermatology and profitabilitywere the factorsmotivating the choice of the speciality for 

future specialists. 43.93% considereddermatology as one of the specialtiestheyplanned to choose as a 

careerspecialty. The mostvalued argument was the diversified nature of the speciality(81.58%), followed by the 

balance betweenpersonal and professional life (71.95%) and the possibility of performingminor 

surgicalprocedures(45.3%). 
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Discussion:- 
Dermatologyisconsidered a fascinating discipline by Moroccanmedicalstudents and graduates. Clinicalexposure to 

dermatology, or a hospital placement in a dermatologydepartment, are the strongestpredictors of the choice of 

dermatology as a future career by medicalstudents. 

 

Our studyshowedthat the trend towardsfeminisation of the specialityiscontinuing, with 68.2% of 

oursurveysamplebeingfemale. For example, 63.3% of thoseenrolled at the Faculty of Medicine and Pharmacy in 

Marrakech for the 2016-2017 academicyearwerewomen
1
. Anotherhypothesisexplainingthisphenomenon of 

feminisationis the increasedinterest of women in the strongrelational component with patients, as well as their close 

follow-up in consultation conferred by medicalspecialitiessuch as dermatology
2
. 

 

In oursurvey, quality of life during and at the end of the training course was the most important criterioninfluencing 

the choice of dermatology, for 71.95% of participants. In fact, dermatologyis a cold speciality. It is not much in 

demand in emergency departments and deals withchronic pathologies, withlessinvolvement in medico-legalmatters. 

These conditions of practice are more conducive to a balancebetweenprofessional and personal life. A 

systematicreviewconducted by Levaillant et al in 2020 identifiedwork/life balance as the mostinfluential factor in 

the choice of a student'sspecialty, followed by interest in the subject, academic training and the diversity of the 

discipline 
3
. Anotherresultconcerns future dermatologists' interest in self-employment. 

 

In fact, 83% of participants expressed an interest in working in the privatesector as a mode of practice at the end of 

their training. A surveycarried out on the criteria for choosing a specialityamonginterns at the Mohamed VI 

University Hospital of Marrakech'sFaculty of Medicine and Pharmacy shows that the choice of the 

liberalsectorismotivated by the freedom to set up practice in a given area, the escape from the less attractive 

conditions of the public sector and the profitability of the liberalsector. 

 

With regard to the residency positions offered for the dermatologyspeciality, for the year 2022, 05 residency 

positions have been opened for all the faculties of medicine and pharmacy for a total of 881 positions during the 

sameyear, whichrepresents 0.56%. This is not enough to make up for the shortfall in the number of practitioners in 

Morocco, and access to dermatology training can be an obstacle for some candidates. 

 

For a population estimated at 37 million, the ratio is 7.8 doctors per 10,000 inhabitants, whereas the World Health 

Organisation (WHO) standard is 15.3 doctors per 10,000 inhabitants. The Ministry of Health's new healthmap shows 

a crucial shortage of specialistdoctors in the public sector.  The new healthmapfrom the Ministry of Health shows 
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thatthereis a crucial shortage of specialistdoctors in the public sector, and revealsthat by 2022 the public medical 

corps willonly have 1,093 specialists, including 256 dermatologists. The shortage of 

humanresourceswillbeexacerbated by the flight of skills and massive immigration in the form of a veritable 

"exodus" of freshlyqualifieddoctors to other countries. According to a studycarried out by AK Sylla et al. on 251 

students in their final year of training at the Faculty of Medicine and Pharmacy in Casablanca, 2/3 of the participants 

wereconsideringleaving the country in search of better training, betterworking conditions and a betterquality of life
4
. 

The aim of the currentreform of medicalstudiesis to broaden the base of new entrants to medicalfaculties and to 

shorten the length of studies by one year. The aimis to triple the number of medicalgraduates to 45 

healthprofessionals per 10,000 inhabitants by 2035
5
. 

 

Conclusion:- 
The appeal of dermatology to medicalstudents, interns and graduates of medicalschools can beexplained by 

severalfactors. The diversity of dermatological pathologies offers future dermatologists a wealth of 

clinicalexperience and a variety of cases to diagnose and treat. In addition, dermatologyisoftenperceived as a 

specialitythat enables ongoingrelationships to beestablishedwith patients, which can contribute to 

greaterprofessional satisfaction. Researchopportunities in dermatology are alsoseen as an attractive factor, 

offeringstudents the chance to contribute to the advancement of knowledge in thisconstantlyevolvingfield. However, 

itshouldbenotedthat certain challenges can also influence the choice of medicalstudents, as the competitiveness of 

dermatology training can be a barrier for someapplicants. 
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